
The atomic clock features automatic time set that will set the clock accurately 
to one of the different time zones when the clock radio is plugged in. Simply 
select your current time zone through the menu system. The worry-free battery 
backup keeps the clock radio working during power outages and you don't 
have to worry about resetting your preset memory and your alarm.

The RCR-10 atomic clock radio is the perfect companion in the morning. The 
clock radio features a extra-large HTN LCD display with adjustable illumination 
that makes it easy to　see and read in the morning. Once the clock is plugged 
in, the atomic clock features automatic time set that will set the clock 
accurately to your selected time zone--simply select your current time zone 
through the menu system. The iPod docking station easily connects your iPod 
to the clock radio and is compatible with all iPods except 3rd generation. The 
elegant design complements most iPod and allows for placement beyond the 
bedroom. The retractable docking station lets you move the sliding dock 
backwards or forward to fit any size of iPod perfectly creating a clean look...no 
need to buy an optional iPod cradle adapter or inserts. Enjoy the quality of the 
high performance sound system that plays your music with clearly crisp sound. 
Set the alarm to wake you up to your iPod, the buzzer, or your favorite radio 
station. The worry-free battery backup keeps the clock radio working during 
power outages and you don't have to worry about resetting your preset 
memory. You'll no longer have to worry about being late to work or needing to 
reset the clock and alarm. While it's docked, it receives a charge, so it's ready 
to go when you are.

Play and Charge Your iPod or iPhone

Extra-Large HTN LCD Display

iPod, iPhone, Radio, or BuzzerAlarm

Big Sound, Small Package

The RCR-10 universal dock plays and charges most docking iPod models 
(except for the 3rd generation), along with the iPhone. So when you do finally 
wake up, your device will have a full charge as you head out the door. (Note: It 
will not charge your iPod/iPhone while listening on AM/FM band)

The RCR-10 features an easy-to-read extra-large, backlit custom LCD display 
with 7 levels of adjustable dimmer.

AM/FM Radio
The RCR-10 delivers solid radio listening, complete with an internal AM 
antenna and a built-in external wire antenna for FM reception. Save your 
favorite stations on the AM/FM presets.

The RCR-10 delivers powerful audio with a ported bass tube specially designed 
for more bass and loudness compensation that gives better bass response 
characteristics, and helps the RCR-10 deliver sound beyond its size. Bass, 
treble, and balance controls let you further adjust the sound to your liking.

SAI

Atomic Clock with Battery Backup

Wake to your docked iPod, the radio, or--if you 
must--a classic buzzer alarm. Whichever you 
choose, a gradual alarm feature gently raises 
the alarm volume, so it's not too jarring. 
Dual alarm lets you set separate 
wake times. You can set separate 
wake times for weekdays and 
weekends, and you can wake to the 
playlist or song of your choice.

RCR-10
FM-RBDS / AM / Aux-in
Digital Tuning Atomic Clock Radio Compatible with iPod

Color

White PinkBlack

iPod not included
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Auxiliary Input and Line Out Jack

Full-Function IR Remote Control
Enjoy convenient control from a distance 
with the included IR remote--control both 
radio and iPod functions.

Connect external devices like MP3 or 
CD players to the rear auxiliary input for 
your enjoyment.

Main Features

. FM / AM Stereo Digital Tuning Stereo. 10 Memory Preset Stations (5 FM, 5 AM). iPod Cradle Plays and Charges iPod. Comprehensive iPod Dock Adjuster. Easy to Read LCD Display with Adjustable Backlight. Atomic WWVB Radio Controlled Clock Radio. Selectable Time Zone Switch. 2 Alarm Timer. Wake to iPod, Buzzer or Radio. Adjustable Sleep Timer. Snooze Function. Super Capacitor or Batteries for Power Backup. Loudness On / Off. Bass and Treble Control. Bass Reflex Tube for Richer Bass

Made for iPod” means that an electronic accessory has been designed to 
connect specifically to iPod respectively, and has been certified by the developer 
to meet Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the operation 
of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards. Please 
note that the use of this accessory with iPod may affect wireless performance.

iPod, iPod classic, iPod nano, iPod shuffle, and iPod touch are trademarks of 
Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

Your RCR-10 works with the following models of iPod:


